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ABSTRACT 
Let a function f be defined on a subset X of a)” which consists of certain discs (i.e. pieces of 
complex lines) centered at the origin. Assume that the restriction off to any such disc is holo- 
morphic as a function of one complex variable and that f satisfies an appropriate smoothness 
condition at the origin. 
In case X consists of all unit discs whose boundary meets the real unit sphere S”-’ C R”CC”, 
or in case X consists of all discs whose boundary meets the distinguished boundary of a polydisc, 
we prove that f extends holomorphically to the so-called Lie ball, or to the polydisc, respectively. 
The first result is in some sense a refinement of a theorem of Forelli, who considered the case where 
X equals the unit ball in C”. The second result has an extension to Reinhardt domains which 
refines a well-known theorem of Hartogs. The proofs employ suitable estimates of mixed deriva- 
tives in terms of directional derivatives of the same order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we are concerned with refinements of the holomorphy 
part of the following theorem of Forelli, cf. [l]: 
Let f be a function defined on the unit bail B in d=” such that the restriction 
off to any complex line through 0 is holomorphic (or harmonic), while for 
every k there is a neighbourhood U, of 0 on which f is of class Ck. Then f is 
holomorphic on B (or pluriharmonic, respectively). 
* First author supported by the Netherlands’ research organization ZWO. 
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There is a similar result for all balanced domains, i.e. domains which with 
each of their points z contain the whole disc { wz: 1 WI I l}, cf. Rudin [5]. 
Returning to Forelli’s result, our point of view will be that f is defined and 
holomorphic on the discs 1 w I< 1 of those complex lines through 0 that meet the 
Shilov boundary of B. This opens the way to several generalizations. In this 
paper we will concentrate on the case of the Lie ball (theorem 1). We also 
mention the case of the polydisc (theorem 2) and more generally, Reinhardt 
domains (final remark). 
An important element in the proof of theorem 1 is the following 
MAIN LEMMA (case of a hemisphere). For the upper half St-’ : o,zO of the 
unit sphere in IR” and all n-tuples a = (a,, . . . , a,,) of non-negative integers there 
exist integrable functions h, with the following properties: 
(1.1) j (co @h,(o)da =P, g-1 4 
(1.2) S Ih,(o)jdo<()al+ I)+@-? 
s:- ’ 
Observe that the right-hand side of (1.2) is bounded by (1 + e)lal for all a, of 
sufficiently large height Ial. Here and in the sequel we use the standard 
notations 
Dj=b/dXj, Da=Dp’... D,*“, o.D=w~D,+...+o~D,,, 
Ial=q+... +a,, a! =q! . ..a.!, 
while do denotes the area element on S”-‘. 
In [4] we derived a corresponding main lemma for arbitrary open subsets U 
of S”-’ and with an additional factor lal!/a! on the right-hand side of (1.1). 
The norms of the corresponding functions g,(o) were bounded by (B+ e)lal 
for some (not optimally determined) constant B = B,. We will use that lemma 
in section 4 to estimate mixed derivatives in terms of the directional derivatives 
corresponding to a subset U of S”-‘. 
We are indebted to J. Siciak for useful comments, in particular for pointing 
out to us that similar estimates for mixed derivatives can be obtained with the 
aid of arbitrary sets of positive projective capacity, lying, for example, on the 
complex unit sphere, cf. [6]. Our open subsets U of the real unit sphere in 
II?” C C” do in fact have positive projective capacity, and the same is true for 
open subsets of the distinguished boundary T of a polydisc. This, however, is 
not the end of the story, since suitable estimates for mixed derivatives can also 
be obtained with the aid of certain sets of capacity zero. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA 
Just as in [4] we will proceed by induction relative to dimension, starting with 
the case n = 2. 
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LEMMA 1. For every interval I of length 71 and every p 10, q 10 there is an 
integrable function hpQ on I with the following properties: 
(2.1) S, ~cos 19) f$ + (sin f3) $-]piqh,(B)d&’ = 5, 
1 2 
, 
1 2 
(2.4 s, lh,,(6)jd&z@+q+ l)+. 
PROOF. Instead of b/ox1 and b/ox2 we may write xi and x2. Substituting 
x1 = r cos @, x2 = r sin 4, we may then put (2.1) in the equivalent form 
(2.3) i {cos (@ - f9))J’+Qhpq(B)d6’ = cosp C#J sin4 4. 
We express {cos (@-O)}p+q as a trigonometric polynomial in @ - 8: 
r (cos (~-e)}P+4=2-P-4{ei(“-6)-ee-i(9-e)}P+4 
,2-P-4 ‘+’ P+q ei@+q-2m)(~-B)s 
E( > ??I=0 m 
The right-hand side of (2.3) is equal to a similar trigonometric polynomial in 4: 
Orkrq 
P+4 
,2-p-q c a 
m=O p+q-2m 
ei@ + 4 - 7-m)@ 
9 
where 
so that 
(2.6) 
= coeff. of t” in (1 + t)P(l + t)q 
Observe now that the functions 
ei(p+q-2m)e 
, rnEZ 
form an orthogonal basis of L2(1). Thus any L2 solution of (2.3) has the form 
(2.7’) hPq(0) = Jz bp+q-2,ei(p+4-2”)e, 
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where by (2.4) and (2.5) 
(2.7”) b ptq-2m =2-P-qaptq-2m, m=O, 1, . . . . p+q. 
The other coefficients b, need not satisfy any condition beyond the conver- 
gence of C lb,12. For the solution hpq of minimal L2 norm the other coeffi- 
cients b, are to be taken equal to zero. Since by (2.6) 
jbptq-&lh, m=O,l,..., p+q, 
the solution hpq of minimal L2 norm satisfies the inequality 
(Note that also ~lhpq~~~~ 1 since lb,+,1 = jap+q1 = 1.) q 
PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA. We use induction as in [4], section 3. The upper 
hemisphere S:- ’ : o,?O of the unit sphere in IR” may be parametrized by the 
equations 
wl=cos 6+, w2=sin 6t cos 9,, . . . . 
0,-r=sin Or . . . sin enp2 cos @, 
c+=sin 8t . . . sin S,_, sin @, OSBjITC, 01@17t. 
For the induction step we write this as 
wl=cos 8, W2=(sin @0’, O<Br7r, c0(,‘ESTs2. 
Representing the vector D = (I&, . . . , 0,) as (Dt,D’), the inner product w-D 
becomes 
w -II= (cos O)D1 + (sin @w’.D’. 
Since the area elements on S”-’ and Ye2 are related by 
do= (sin 13)“-~d&Ar’, 
the desired formula (1.1) may be written in the equivalent form 
(2.9) 
J {(cos B)D,+(sin 19)w’.D’}~l+~~‘~. 
[0,n]xS”-2 + 
. h,Jw)(sin ,)‘-2dBd~‘=Dpl(D’)a’. 
By the result for n = 2 (lemma 1 with I= [0, x]), 
(2.10) 1 {(cos B)D1 + (sin 8)w’.D’}a’+icr’lh,,,,,i(e)de=DP1(w~.Dl)la’l, 
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while by the case n - 1 of the main lemma (induction hypothesis!), 
(2.11) j (cd. D’p”ha@‘)da’ = py. 
S”-* + 
Combining (2.10) and (2.1 l), we see that we may satisfy (2.9) or (1.1) by 
defining 
h,(w)(sin 19)‘-~ = h,,ja,i(B)h,(~‘). 
We also obtain (1.2) from the induction hypothesis: 
llhall, = s lh&-4ld~= s P,,,a,(e)l lW~‘)ld~d~’ 
s:- ’ [O,n]xS”-* + 
r(a, + Ia’1 -I- l)f(ja’l + l)+(n-%(lal + l)+? Cl 
3. SOME RESULTS ON SEQUENCES OF POLYNOMIALS 
The following two results concerning the growth of sequences of polynomials 
will be used in the proof of theorem 1. We start with an instance of the uniform 
boundedness principle. 
LEMMA 2. Let {P,(x)} be a sequence of polynomials on Rn such that for 
every XES-‘: 
-;- lim JPk(x)j1’k5 1. 
k-m 
Then there exist an open set UC S- ’ and a positive constant C such that for 
every k 
sup / Pk(X)lS Ck. 
xtu 
PROOF. Let 
Q(x) = ;w& lec(x)l 1’k 
and define 
vj: = {xE:s”-l:c#(x)Ij), j, b-l. 
Since Pk is continuous, Vj is the intersection of closed sets, { lpkl 5jk), hence 
V’j is a closed subset of S”-‘. 
Because the function o(x) remains finite, we have 
y y=sn-1. 
Invoking Baire’s theorem, we conclude that some set V, contains an open set 
U. For XE U we thus have 
lPk(x)l <mk. 0 
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In the following, let d be the unit polydisc in C” and let T denote its distin- 
guished boundary: 
A={z:]z~[<~}, T={z:IzjI=l}. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (P&z)} be a sequence of polynomials on @” with 
degree Pkl Ck, such that 
lim sup IP,(z)[“~~A 
k-+m ZST 
while for every ZE T 
lim IPk(~)ll’ks 1. 
k-m 
Then 
7- hm zt jPk(z)l”kS 1. 
k-m 
PROOF. We introduce the positive plurisubharmonic functions 
U,(z) = IPk(z)ll’k 
on 6. The functions U&) are uniformly bounded on T, hence on 6. For 
z=(rle’@l , . . . , r,e’@n) we have 
(3.1) < 1 ; Jo, 1e2r~co~~~~mG,)+ri uk(eiel ,... ,eien)-&...den- 
J J J J 
This follows by repeated application of the one-dimensional Poisson formula. 
Applying Fatou’s lemma for bounded functions to (3. l), we infer that for z E d 
(3.2) lim Uk(z) I 1. 
k-tm 
Next we invoke Hartogs’ lemma, cf. [2], p. 21 to prove the uniformity of (3.2) 
on compacta in d. 
It follows that for every E >0 and O<r< 1 there exists k0 such that for k> k,, 
Uk(rz)I 1 +.s for zEJ, 
hence 
IP,+(rz)II(l +E)~ for z~d. 
Now let dk zs ck denote the degree of Pk. Introduce for z E d the polynomial of 
one variable: 
Q(A) = P&zr), A E C. 
Then Q(n) has degree sdk and Q(L) 5 (I + E)~ for Iill= 1. By the maximum 
principle applied to Q(l)/ndk on the complement of the unit disc, we infer 
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that for any z~d 
lWz)I = I I $ (l/#kr(l +~)~(l/+ for k>k,. 
Since E > 0 and r < 1 are arbitrary, we conclude that 
lim sup IPk(z)11’k5 1. 
k-m zeh 
0 
4. HOLOMORPHIC EXTENDABILITY OF FUNCTIONS WITH RESTRICTED SETS OF 
HOLOMORPHIC SLICES 
We introduce the set of “semi-reals” in C”: 
!%R”: ={z~C”:3 ~ES~-‘CR”, WEC such that z=w<}. 
Next we define the “Lie ball” in C”, that is, the domain 
~==~={zEa=“:ICzj2j2+1-2CIZj12>0, ClZjl2<1}. 
For II L 3 the Lie balls are classical domains of the fourth type in the sense of 
Cartan; for n =2 the Lie ball is a rotated bidisc. Lie balls are domains of 
holomorphy and their Shilov boundary is exactly the intersection of UR” with 
the unit sphere in C”, cf. [3]. We also introduce the domain 
D=D,={zEc=“: ClZjl<l} 
and the union of all its “real” n-dimensional rotations, 
Q’=Q:,= u 2ID. 
leasO 
The following description of the Lie ball is possibly known, but we could not 
find a reference for it. 
PROPOSITION 2. The Lie ball Q, is identical with the domain SzA defined 
above. 
PROOF. We first treat the 2-dimensional case. The domain G$ is a rotated 
bidisc: 
Q2=(Izf+z2212+ 1 -2(1z112+ ~z2~2G-o, /z112+ lz2/2<1> 
={(~-~z~+~z~~2)(~-~z~-iz~~2)>o,~z~~2+/z~/~<1) 
={max (Izl+iz21,1z1-iz21)<1}. 
Suitable manipulation gives the same description for Q;: 
Q~={3O:lz~ cos O+z2 sin 0l+lz, sin &z2cos el<i> 
= { 38 : l(zl - iz2)eie + (z~ + iz2)e-” I + /(zl - iz2)e” - (zl + iz2)e-” / < 2) 
={~~:IIz~-iz2l+Iz~+iz2le41+IIz,-iz2j-/z,+iz2le’~/<2} 
={max (Izl+iz21,jz1-iz21)<1}=~2. 
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For the higher dimensional case, we first show that D,cQ,. Let ZE D,. If 
1 Zj/ < + for all j, then 
2ClZj12< ClZjl<l, 
hence z E 9,. In the other case we may suppose that I zrlz f so that 
Cj,, lZj/<i. Then 
I C$12r{lz112-l jJI, ~j21~2r{l~1/2-(1 -lzll) jF, lzjl>” 
~OZ112-(1 - 1211)212=(214 - u2, 
while 
It follows that 
ICZj212+1-2C IZj~2>4~Z~/2-4~Z~~ +l+ l-4/Zl12+41Z1/-2=0, 
that is, ZEQ,,. 
Because Q, is clearly invariant under SO(n), we conclude that 2lD, C f2,, for 
any -2I E SO(n), so that QA c Q,, . 
For the other direction we observe that, by the 2-dimensional case, 
[Q,n{z,=o,... ,z,=o}ic[~~n(z,=o,...,Z,=o)i. 
Now for any point z =x + iy in Q2, there exists 3 E SO(n) such that ?lz belongs 
t0 9,n{z,=o,..., z,, = 0). Indeed, we need only select ‘3 such that the real 
linear space spanned by x = (xi, . . . ,x,J and y = (yi, . . . , y,) is mapped into the 
real span of (l,O,O, . . . . 0) and (0, l,O, . . . . 0). The resulting point 2lz will be in 
fi2, because the latter is invariant under SO(n). Thus also SIZE 0; and hence 
z E QA by the invariance of Q; under SO(n). q 
In order to define a suitable kind of weak analyticity at the origin we 
introduce the following 
DEFINITION. Let N be a cone with vertex 0 in C” and let f be a complex 
function whose domain of definition contains an H-neighbourhood of 0. We 
will call such a function of class A(0) relative to H if for every k there is a 
complex polynomial P,(z) of degree k such that 
f(z)-P&)=o(Izlk), Izl+O, ZEH 
In the applications H will essentially be the Shilov boundary of the domain 
under consideration. In that case the polynomial Pk will be unique whenever 
it exists. 
We now come to the main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let the function f be defined on Bn~R”. Suppose that the 
restriction of f to every complex line through the origin and a point of 
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S” - ’ c R” is holomorphic, while f / R” is in A{ 0} relative to I?“. Then f extends 
holomorphically to the Lie ball Q=sZ,. 
PROOF. By the assumption we can expand the restriction of f to R” in a 
formal power series around 0: 
(4.1) f(x)- c c,xa. a 
The purpose of the proof is to show that the series in (4.1) actually represents 
a holomorphic function which equals f on BnM?. 
(i) As a first step we will show that the series represents a holomorphic 
function on a neighbourhood of the origin. For o ES”- ’ the slice function 
f,(w)~ff(wco) 
is holomorphic on the unit disc 1 WI < 1. The power series off, has the form 
f,(w)= CW4wkv 
where by the definition of A(0) 
(4.2) 
1 1 
b&o) = - Dkf,(0) = - (wQkf(0) = 
k! k! 
C cama. 
ial=k 
For the coefficients bk(u) we have 
(4.3) i& Ibk(co)ll’k< 1 for every c~)ES-‘. 
k-m 
We may now apply lemma 2 and obtain an open set UcSnul and a constant 
C>O such that for every k 
sup 1 b&o)] 5 Ck. 
oeu 
Next we apply the main lemma for arbitrary open subsets of S”- ‘, cf. the 
introduction and [4]. We infer that for certain constants A and B and for all 
multi-indices a 
(4.4) I Ical = I& oaf(O)] = j \ k (w &!f(O)g,(w)do j = = i S blal(o)g,(w)daI zsA(BC)lal. (I 
The estimate (4.4) shows that the complexification of the real power series 
in (4.1) represents a holomorphic function g in a neighbourhood of the origin. 
The slices f, and g, are equal for every o ES-‘, because they are both 
analytic and have the same Taylor coefficients at the origin. Hence g represents 
a holomorphic extension off to a full neighbourhood of the origin. 
(ii) Deriving a more precise estimate for the coefficients c,, we will next 
show that g extends to the domain D. (This part of the proof could be shortened 
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if we would make use of the fact that the Shilov boundary of the Lie ball 
belongs to SIR”.) Observe that by (4.2) and (4.4) for fixed n and all w ES”-’ 
We would like to apply proposition 1 to the polynomials bk. To that end we 
define via recursion a rational map @, that sends T”, the distinguished 
boundary of the polydisc, surjectively to the n-dimensional sphere: 
!q:zI-+ ( 
22+1 z2-1 22 __ 
> 2iz ’ 
and 
c&:(21, . . . . &)I+ ( 
z:+1 z$1 
- - Qn-l(Z2, . . . . 2,) 
2.2, ’ 2izl > 
. 
Via @n we can associate to a polynomial P of degree 1 on IR”” the polynomial 
(4.6) Q(z) = (zl . . . z,$P(@&)). 
The polynomial Q has degree 121n and it has the property that for ZE T”, 
IQ(z)1 = lP(@nC~>>l. 
We let a,&) denote the polynomials in zr, . . . , .z+ r associated to the poly- 
nomials bk via (4.6) with n - 1 instead of IZ. Since a,&) has degree <2(n - 1)k 
and since by (4.5) and (4.3) 
sup lak(z)l = sup Ibk(w>l IAB’~, 
ZE T”-’ 0Je.r 
lim bk(z)l 1'k= i&l Ib,&,)l"k<l for O=@,-l(Z), Z'S T”-‘, 
k-m k-+m 
proposition 1 applies to a,&). The conclusion is 
lim sup I&(o)1 1’k= lim sup la,(z)l”kd, 
k+m oeS”-’ k-m zcT”-’ 
in other words, for every E > 0 there exists a constant A’ such that for all k and 
all OES”-’ 
Ib,&)l <A’(1 + &)k. 
We next use the special version of the main lemma (section 2) and obtain 
similarly to (4.4): 
ic,I IA” !F!J. (1 +~)~l~l. 
CX! 
This inequality will show that the complexified series (4.1) converges to a holo- 
morphic function throughout D, thus extending g andfto D. Indeed, it suffices 
to show that the series (4.1) converges pointwise which goes as follows: For 
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ZED choose E>O such that (1 +c)‘. Cy izjl< 1. Then 
(iii) Finally, to conclude the proof, we observe that the composition off 
with any rotation that leaves S”- ’ C IR” invariant satisfies the same hypotheses 
as f and thus extends to D. Equivalently, f extends to any domain obtained by 
applying such a rotation to D, hence f extends to D’=O (proposition 2). 0 
It is not difficult to prove an analogous result for polydiscs: 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a polydisc around 0 with distinguished (= Shilov) 
boundary T. Let the function f be defined on A 17 X, where X is the union of 
those complex lines through 0 that meet T. Suppose that the restriction off to 
any such complex line is holomorphic (as a function of one variable) and that 
f is of class A(0) relative to X. Then f extends to a holomorphic function on A. 
The proof is similar to that of theorem 1, but easier. 
REMARKS 1. The holomorphic version of Forelli’s theorem for the ball is a 
consequence of theorem 1. Indeed, the union of all complex rotations of the 
domain D is precisely the unit ball. 
2. The hypothesis that f be of class A(0) cannot be dispensed with, as is 
shown by the example in Rudin [5], p. 63. 
3. Our theorems are optimal in the sense that they give the largest possible 
domain with the property that every function which satisfies the given con- 
ditions extends holomorphically to the whole domain. 
4. Theorem 2 has an immediate extension to any logarithmically convex 
Reinhardt domain: the Shilov boundary of such a domain is a union of tori 
passing through the exteme points of the boundary. This extension provides a 
refinement of the following well-known theorem of Hartogs: Any holomorphic 
function on a connected Reinhardt domain R containing the origin extends to 
a holomorphic function on the logarithmically convex hull of R, cf. [2], p. 36. 
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